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Preface 
The difficult question of the origins of the Japanese language will not be directly ad-
dressed in this paper; rather, the following builds a basis from which to better evaluate 
such a question.
1. Introduction 
a) Race and language are different concepts 
1) The Japanese people often consider their prehistory to extend back into the distant past 
of the Japanese archipelago, and Japanese routinely assume they can trace their descent 
back to the hunter-gatherers of the Jomon era. 
There may be a basis for this assumption, considering that racial mixing inevitably occurs 
among neighboring peoples. But for the purposes of this paper, we must distinguish first 
of all between a people and their language. 
2) Racial mixing can change the physical nature of the speakers of a language; similarly, 
language borrowing and language encroachment can change the language identity of a 
physical group. This can be seen in the racial differences between Turkic speakers of the 
Turkish Republic and Turkic speakers of Yakutia; English speakers of various races and 
linguistic ancestry in North America, Canada, and Australia are another example; a third 
example would be Portugese speakers in Brazil.'
11. Main Thesis: Japanese language arrived in the Yayoi period 
a) Regarding the Japanese language, the hypothesis that best fits observable data is this: 
the Japanese language came into the Japanese archipelago in the Yayoi Period. I am 
hardly alone in holding this view.
I For theories on how language spreads beyond a single linguistic community, cf. Renfrew (1990) 
 on the spread of Indo-European, Diamond (1997: 383) on Pygmy.
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1) At our third research meeting,' Julia Janhunen 
conclusions. Prof Janhunen phrased it like this:
listed this as one of his preliminary
"Japonic was the language of the Yayoi Culture . Archaeological research 
has long ago established an extremely fitting framework for the above 
conclusions. In this framework, the insular expansion of Japonic is con-
nected with the Bronze Age Yayoi Culture (300 B.C.E to 300 C.E.), 
which ended the long continuity of the previous Jornon Culture all over 
Japan. The Yayol culture clearly involved the movement of both people 
and cultural patterns from the southern part of Korea to Kyushu, and fur-
ther towards Central Honshu. There was a marked cultural and anthropo-
logical difference between the Yayoi and Jornon populations, and there 
is no question that a linguistic difference was also involved. Indeed, the 
Yayoi Culture represents the only realistic framework during which the 
ancestral form of Japanese and Ryukyu can have been introduced to the 
Japanese Islands."
2) The conclusion requires presentation of the evidence. 
I support the basic conclusion outlined above by Janhunen (though not all the details), 
but it is clear that such a conclusion requires an in-depth look at the data supporting such 
a claim. Janjunen simply stated "there is no question that a linguistic difference was also 
involved," but this is assuming too much. In fact, there will be questions about such a 
sweeping claim; they deserve to be answered through an appraisal of the evidence. The 
evidence supporting an arrival of Japanese language in the Yayoi era is of three types: ar-
chaeological, anthropological, and linguistic. 
b) Yayoi Culture represented a cultural revolution, a change in lifestyle of breathtaking 
proportions, radically different from Jornon culture. 
1) Jornon culture: hunter-gatherers 
Jornon culture was, with some exceptions, a typical hunter-gatherer culture. Its main ar-
tifact of value was superb pottery, not typical of hunter-gatherers, and indicative that 
Jomon people were relatively settled.' Apart from pottery, what did it have? Stone and 
wood tools. What did it NOT have? No intensive agricultural cultivation (even if minor-
ity claims for rudimentary millet, chestnut, or taro production are allowed, this was 
clearly not intensive agriculture; and the claim of rice cultivation in Kyushu in late Jornon 
may just be a matter of dating Yayoi slightly earlier); no domestic animal husbandry (ex-
2 Held October 22-23, 2001 at the International Research Center for Japanese Studies, Kyoto. 
 Janhunen was Visiting Professor at the Slavic Research Center, Hokkaido University, at the time of 
 his presentation. 
3 On the conditions that promoted Jomon pottery technology see Diamond (1998); for details on 
 Jomon life, see Imamura (1996)
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cept for the dog). No weaving (there is a complete lack of woven textiles, as well as a 
lack of looms or spinning tools to produce them; some basket weaving was of course in 
evidence). No metalworking. This was, apart from its superb pottery, a primitive culture , 
and population was fairly low relative to an agriculturally-based society .' 
i) Summary: Without intensive agriculture, food surpluses were insufficient to create a 
hierarchical society with specialized functions and a central political elite. 
2) Yayoi culture: agriculturalists 
First associated with settlements in northern Kyushu, Yayoi cultural sites soon extended 
to Honshu and Shikoku. Measurements of skeletons from the earliest sites in Kyushu 
show a clear difference in body type from Jomon inhabitants,' but measurements from 
sites settled in later centuries show more homogeneity; it is likely that Jomon people 
gradually contributed to the genetic pool of Yayoi settlements, narrowing racial differ-
ences between Yayoi and Jomon people. 
3) Differences between the two cultures. What did Yayoi culture have that Jomon culture 
did not? Intensive agriculture (above all else, wet-field rice cultivation, but also wheat, 
barley, millet, soybean, sorghum, and dry-field rice cultivation) and some animal hus-
bandry (primarily pig-raising; the extent of horse and cattle raising is unclear , as these 
are better represented in the Kofun period that followed, and sheep and goats seem to be 
later introductions); metalworking (bronze and iron as well as copper and gold) that al-
lowed the production of tools, bells, mirrors, utensils, swords, spears, and knives; and 
textile production, carried out through the use of weaving and spinning tools such as 
spindles, spinning frames, and looms. Extensive food production allowed for rapid ex-
pansion of the population, while technological advantages (especially metal weapons) 
and political organization assured expansion in the face of hunter-gatherers who might 
object to territorial infringement. 
c) Anthropological background: How do hunter-gatherers fare in the presence of 
agriculturalists? They are assimilated or driven out. 
1) A survey of anthropological literature shows that the language of hunter-gatherers 
DOES NOT survive when intensive agriculture encroaches the area where it is spoken. 
In EVERY case, the language that takes over is the language of the encroaching 
agriculturalists! Hunter-gatherers keep their language only by moving, or being pushed,
4 Though, thanks to an abundance of seafood on the coastal tide basins and a mild, humid climate 
 promoting growth of deciduous nut-bearing trees in inland areas, the population was much higher 
 than for most other hunter-gatherer populations in the world, and settlements were quite large at 
 times; for an overview, see Imamura (1996: 5 3 -110). 
5 See Kanaseki (1976: 29-46). 
6 For examples, cf. Khoisan and Pygmy in Africa; South American pampas natives; Philippines 
 Negritos, North American plains Indians; for overview, see Diamond (1997: 85-92).
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into inhospitable areas where agriculture is impossible or unproductive.' 
2) In short, everywhere that intensive agriculture is possible, the language of the en-
croaching agriculturalist wins out (though some physical mixing can be expected, and 
with it some "substratum" linguistic influence; e.g. the click phoneme in some Bantu lan-
guages indicates an assimilated Khoisan element in the population, a substratum influ-
ence. We will return to substratum influence later in regard to the Japanese language). 
3) NOTE: The scheme above does not address the question of how earlier societies 
GRADUALLY developed agriculture; clearly in the proto-history of agriculture, some 
hunter-gatherers slowly developed into agriculturalists. But that is a question of proto-
historic development, to which we will return later. Once the technology of agriculture 
has been fully developed, the outcome for hunter-gatherers, when confronted by intensive 
agriculturalists, becomes entirely predictable. 
d) The case of the Japanese archipelago: not an exception 
Why must we suppose, though, that Japan's case is the same as others? After all, Japan 
is an island country. Conditions may be different. Could not the Jonion population have 
done something similar to what was done in Edo times at Dejima in Nagasaki: allow the 
colonial base to exist, but control it, taking in technology without being contaminated or 
overwhelmed by the foreign culture? The answer is probably no, and there are three rea-
sons. First, hunter-gatherers did not have, and by definition could not have had, the mili-
tary technology or the political organization to control the expansion of a competing 
agricultural society. Second, we know from archaeological digs that the Yayoi culture ex-
panded rapidly. This was not a culture whose growth was limited or constrained by 
strong neighbor.' The third reason is the evidence we gain from linguistic data. 
e) Linguistic evidence 
1) Timeline for introduction of vocabulary 
Since domestic animals (other than the dog) did not exist in the archipelago until brought 
to Kyushu by Yayoi settlers, it stands to reason that the WORDS for these animals did 
not exist until then. The same can be said of the names for food crops not native to the 
archipelago: there could be no WORD for these items on the archipelago until the items 
themselves came. The same must be true also for the names of tools associated with 
Yayoi technology. 
2) How new vocabulary enters a language. 
New vocabulary in a language can be formed in one of three ways. Direct borrowing 
(e.g. Chinese words into Japanese like *t~ gakkoo for 'school') As a calque--the trans-
lation word-for-word of the meaning in a donor language (e.g. A, I tetsudoo for railroad
7 Examples are North Woods Ojibwa in North America, Kalahari Desert Bushmen in Africa. 
 Navaho, an American Indian language, survives, but is no exception: the Navaho took up intensive 
 maize cultivation centuries before the arrival of European colonists, and so are agriculturalists com-
 peting with other agriculturalists. 
8 On population growth at this period cf. Koyama (1978).
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(<French　 chemin　 de　 fbr`road　 of　iron').
Native　 creations一 一the　making　 of　a　new　 word丘om　 within　 the　 language　 by　 extension(e.g.
`dog'or`big　 dog'fbr　 horse)
,or　by　 composition　 of　meaningfUl　 morphemic　 units(neolo-
gism;cf飛 行 機 掀ooん ∫`nying　 machine'fbr　 aeroplane).
3)New　 vocabulary　 in　the　 Yayoi　 period
Let　 us　Iook　 at　some　 vocabulary　 that　MUST　 have　 been　 introduced　 to　the　archipelago　 no
earlier　 than　 Yayoi　 times,　 since　 the　items　 these　 wordβsignify　 are　absent丘om　 the　archaeo-
logical　 record　 in　the　Jomon　 period.(J=modem　 Japanese;OJ=Old　 Japanese;OC=01d
Chinese;MK=Middle　 Korean;u㎜arked鉛 ㎜s　 are　 cuπent　 Japanese)
〃〃2α`horse'(OJ翩 α,〃1〃〃2α)9～Chinese〃2α`horse';cf　 also　 Korean〃2α1,　 MK澀01
〃5'`cow'(OJ〃5∫)～(?)Korean　 5wo(MK理wo)`cow'
脚 α〃2θ`bean'(OJ　 mamey),etymology　 un㎞own
吻 〃9厂barley;wheat'(OJ〃2〃9レ')～Chinese麦(OC*mr。:9)'o
'ηα一/惚`rice　 plant'(OJ'ηo一,'η θ),etymology　 un㎞own
ん硼 θ`rice(grain)'(OJ　 kΩmey),etymology　 un㎞own
肋 吻 α`sickle'(OJ　 kama),etymology　 un㎞own
肋go〃2'〃z'r707(OJ　 kagamyi),neologism(kagey,　 kaga一`shadow,　 silhouette;light,　 ren-
ection'+myi`view,　 sight')




翩'`(long)sword'(OJ'α")probably　 native　 neologism,　 cf　 J.　verb魏 〃`to　 stick,　 sever,
cut,
んoηo一/ん αηε(<*kana-Ci)`meta1,　 metal　 working',　 etymology　 un㎞own
8耽'`plow'(OJ　 sukyi),averbal　 noun　 fピom　 3訛 一〃`to　 plow,　 till',　itself　developed　 fヒom
3〃肋`to　 leave　 a　gap,　 become　 transparent,　 become　 empty;to　 comb'
'α`rice　 paddy'(OJ'α)etymology　 un㎞own;possibly～Mongolian∫ α1一α`level　 area,
steppe'11
勿'α ん8/始'α 一.`dry　field'(OJρ 伽 んθ,ρ伽 一)～Koreanρo訪`paddy　 field'
4)　 V凸at　 does　 the　vocabulary　 tell　us　about　 the　 history　 of　the　language　 brought　 to　Japan
9　 The　 Iwanami　 Kogo　 Jiten　 suggests　 that〃2〃 刑α,　attested　 f士om　 the　 Nara　 period,　 is　a　representation　 of
　 an　 actual　 pronunciation〃2〃zα.
10My　 thanks　 to　Profbssor　 William　 Baxter　 of　 the　 University　 of　Michigan　 fbr　this　 Old　 Chinese　 recon-
stmction(by　 personal　 co㎜unication).Pro飴ssor　 C㎞istopher　 Bec㎞ith　 of　Indiana　 Universi呼,　 again
by　 personal　 co㎜unication,　 o偸rs　 an　 altemative　 recons㎞ction　 of*mgrGe.
ll　 My　 thanks　 to　Profbssor　 Alexander(Sasha)Vovin　 fbr　 suggesting　 the　 correspondence.　 The　 match
　 is　good　 l)oth　phonologically　 and　 semantically(paddy　 fieIds　 must　 be　 flat　by　 their　 nature);but　 the　cul-
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Chinese characters, and gives the meaning of the name and then its original pronunciation 
before the change to Sino-Korean. In many cases, for the earlier native place name, there 
















































14 Taken from Yu (1980) and Murayama (1962) but corrected when necessary. I thank Professor 
 Christopher Beckwith for checking the original Kwokwulye materials and pointing out needed correc-
 tions. 
15 EMC = Early Middle Chinese as reconstructed by Pulleyblank (1991). 
16 This transcription takes into account morphemic functions, Sino-Korean phonological traits, and the 
 evidence from Dunhuang materials, where Chinese was used to transcribe known languages at about 
 this period of time (see Takata [19881). 1 am grateful to Professor Christopher Beckwith of Indiana 
 University for his guidance concerning this modified transcription. In this transcription, X = a voice-














IV. Implications for the Origin of the Japanese Language 
a) The understanding that the Japanese language is relatively new to Japan, and that it 
has an older history on the Asian continent, helps to explain the Altaic structure of 
Japanese and the loanwords and other (genetic?) influences from Korean, Tungus, and 
Mongol. It also helps to explain pre-literate loanwords from Chinese, which otherwise 
appear fantastic if one holds to a Jornon-period language as the precursor of modem 
Japanese. We can make one further hypothesis: 
1) The precursor to Japanese must have had extensive contacts with the language ances-
tral to Manchu (that is, to the language, already separated from the Tungus common 
tongue, that produced both Jurchen and Manchu). This relationship in some ways is dis-
tinct from its ties with Korean, because we see Japanese miso 'miso' - Manchu misun 
'Id'; Japanese mugi 'barley' - Manchu muji ( <*murgi) 'id .' where Korean has 
twoincang and bwori for these two correspondences (though note that Early Middle 
Korean micwu 'miso' is attested in the Kyeylim Yusa; see Rozycki (2001) for details). 
2) The known structure of Kwokwulye words identified with this pre-Japanese language 
seems to allow CVC or CVCVC) phonemic structure [e.g. tan 'valley', kut (or kur) 
,castle'; pyat (or pyar) 'fold'] . Old Japanese, on the other hand, shows very typically a 
CVCV structure. From this we can make the following hypothesis: 
a) Because we know that this penisular pre-Japanese language was a close linguistic 
neighbor of both Korean and Chinese, and because, from the view of areal language in-
fluences, neither Korean nor Chinese had any prohibition against CVC phonemic struc-
ture (Standard northern Chinese only lost final obstruents in the second millennium of 
our era, much later than the events under discussion), it is unlikely that the continental 
17 OJ kiy 'castle' (M) (< *ku-Ci/*ko-Ci [see Whitman 0 985: 3 1 ff) ]) and Japanese -e 'fold' (A) 
 goes back to OJ pye < *pi[C]a (Whitman (1985: 65), thus the words recorded on the Korean 
 Peninsula conform perfectly to expectations regarding the precursors of the modem Japanese forms.
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ancestor of Japanese moved independently to a rule prohibiting final consonants. Rather, 
i) it is likely that the phonemic change to the typical CVCV structure of Japanese took 
place AFTER the move to the Japanese archipelago. From this we can make a further hy-
pothesis: 
ii) the language of the aboriginals of Kyushu, with whom the Yayoi settlers presumably 
mixed, probably had a CVCV-type structure. Since phonemic structure and phonetics, or 
what can simply be termed 'pronunciation', is the most resistant aspect to learning a new 
language for adults, we can posit that early settlers taking aboriginal wives imparted their 
grammar and vocabulary to their wives and children, but that the phonemic structure of 
the aboriginal language was imparted to descendants of their unions. 
An aspect inviting further research is the large amount of Austronesian vocabulary in Old 
and Modem Japanese. Did the speakers of the aborginal language of Kyushu, where the 
Yayoi first settled after crossing from Korea, speak an Austronesian language? Were 
these aboriginals the Kumaso mentioned in the early chronicles, and did the mixing of 
these two cultures create the Austronesian stratum that many researchers consider an im-
portant element in the structure of the Japanese language? Conversely, to what extent can 
Austronesian elements in the vocabulary of the Japanese language be traced back to the 
peninsular pre-Japanese of the Asian continent?
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民族と言語が別の概念であることを念頭において、この論文では、日本語が弥生時
代に 日本列島に到着 したことを提唱する。その証拠は考古学と人類学によって明 らか













Japanese-likevocabularyfbundinthecirici(地 理 志)ofthe3α 厭w〃 舷 αん'(三 国 史 記),the
KoreanHistoryoftheThreeKingdoms.ThisJapanese-likevocabularyhasashapethatfits
wellwithreconstructedstagesofpre-Japanese.Thispre-Japalleselanguagethelldisappeared
ontheKoreanpeninsula,butduetomigrationintheYayoiperiod,itevolvedontheJapanese
archipelagointotoday'sJapaneselanguage.
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